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4 Android File Conversion Apps Got a Docx File and do you need to convert it to a PDF file? Of course, you can do it on your computer, but it's not necessary. There are different apps to convert files to a different format using your Android smartphone. 1. VidCompact Video to MP3 Converter VidCompact - allows you to convert video into MP4, AVI, MKV,
FLV, RMVB, 3GP, MPEG, WMV, MOV and video into MP3, as well as change the resolution of the video before it is converted. All of the features of this app are free and you don't have to worry about shopping inside the app. In addition to the ability to change the file format, the app also allows you to pack, frame, prune videos and change sound frequencies.
All the videos you convert will be stored in my studio folder. The app also has a user interface that is easy to understand. 2. File Converter If file conversion is most important to you, then try File Converter. It has various converters for images, audio, video, e-books, documents, metadata, archives and hashes. The hallmark of this app is that your file is sent to
their servers, and once the process is complete, the file is uploaded to your phone. The limit is 100MB. Some supported file formats: Video: MP4, WEBM, AVI, MPG, 3GP, FLV, WMV, OGG, OGV, MPEG, ... Audio: MP3, WAV, OGG, AAC, FLAC, WMA, MMF, OPUS, AIFF .. Document: Microsoft Word (DOC and DOCX), HTML, ODT, PDF, PowerPoint (PPT
and PPTX), RTF, TXT, .. E-book: Aw, ePub, FB2, LIT, LRF, MOBI, PDB, PDF, .. Presentation: PPT, PPTX, ODP. Picture: PNG, JPG, GIF, SVG, WEBP, BMP, TIFF, RAW, ICO, TGA. Archive: 7, TAR. BZ2, TAR. GZ, ZIP.  3. PDF Converter C PDF you can convert as many files as you want, as the app doesn't set limits. Once converted, the quality of the file
does not deteriorate. Supported conversion types: PDF in WordPDF in ExcelPDF in PowerPointPDF in JPGPDF in AutoCadScan in PDFCadScan in TextScan in WordScan in ExcelPDF in TextPublisher in PDFXPS in PDFWord in PDFExcel in PDFPowerPoint in PDFText in PDFLogLog in PDFRTF in PDFJPG/JPEG in PDFBMP in PDFPNG in PDFGIF in
PDFTIF/ TIFF in PDFOpenOffice Writer ODT in PDFOpenOffice Impress ODP in PDFOpenOffice Calc ODS in PDFMHT/MHTML in PDF 4. Batch Image Converter As stated in the name, Batch Image Converter allows you to simultaneously change the format of different image files. You can convert images into JPG, PNG, WEBP, GIF or PDF. If you're going
to convert the image to JPG, you'll be able to fill in the transparency with the color you've chosen. Just use a color slider to create the right color. The app makes things easier, so it's a great app if you're only interested in converting an image without additional features. Conclusion Thanks to these applications you don't have to rely on a computer to convert
files of any type. Even better, all the apps on the list are free! Which app do you like the most? Thank you for reading! Subscribe to my channel in Telegram and Yandex.zen. Only there are the latest blog updates and news of the information technology world. Also, read me on social networks: Facebook, Twitter, VK, OK. Respect for the post! Thank you for
your work! Want more posts? Learn technology news? Read reviews on gadgets? For all this, and to promote the site, purchase a new design and pay for hosting, I need help from you, dedicated and grateful Read more about Donat on the special page. All funds raised will be used to develop the site. Support for the project is a gift to the owner of the site.
2020-09-10 17:22:30 - Filed: PDF App and proven solutions that want to convert Word into PDF on your Android device? Individuals and businesses prefer to turn them into a PDF (Portable Document Format) when they create their documents in Microsoft Word format. PDF files are universal because they can be viewed on any device or platform. You can
also use this format to protect sensitive documents with a password; so the PDF offers trusted security. Below we explained how to convert word document into PDF on Android. The best 5 Word for PDF converters for Android 1. Microsoft Word App for Android You are already familiar with Microsoft Word software for Windows and Mac. The Word Android
app allows you to create, edit, and convert documents from Word to PDF. This allows you to view and share files with loved ones and colleagues instantly and easily. This software will also help you view as well as edit the Office document that comes as an email application. Price: Free Plus: With the word, reading PDF files is very easy as it allows you to
read documents and e-books in a portable document format while traveling, before bed or anytime you want This tool has innovative features to create spectacular text documents, records, blogs, scripts, or resumes That allows you to customize documents such as a letter, notes, or resumes so that they can meet your requirements and specifically need :
When using text swipes offered on Google's keyboard, this Word app doesn't automatically add spaces between the words 2. With more than 1 billion users worldwide, WPS Office is undoubtedly one of the most popular app converters in the industry. In 2015, he received the Google Play Best App Award. WPS Office is a lightweight full Office Suite for
Android devices and tablets. Price: Free Pros: This is one of the best Word to PDF converters available on the market It integrates all the functions of the office word processor and features such as Word, PDF, Table, Presentation, Documents Scanner, and Memo in one application It works great with Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Adobe PDF, and
Google Doc Doc: 3. easyDFP This tool is one of the best pdf converters for Android. This allows you to convert Word documents into PDF documents and vice versa. EasyPDF also has features for rotating images and files in Excel, BMP formats in PDF. The program works well with any word-processing program, cloud storage, or email app. Price: Free
Pros: It allows you to edit PDF documents, turning them into Microsoft Word documents and converting them back into a portable document format, it has the ability to import conversion files from other programs, including G-Drive, Dropbox, Box, Gallery, File Manager and other Tool allows you to open PDF files and Microsoft Office documents on the go,
allowing you to share convertible files with friends. Cons: It doesn't allow users to choose/change the output or storage folder because it doesn't offer settings menus. 4. Word to PDF Converter Word to PDF Converter is another amazing solution for turning PDF files into Microsoft Word formats. Its user interface is simple but professionally designed. Word to
PDF Converter is compatible with Android 2.3 and above. Check out the features of this app below: Price: Free Pros: This easy-to-use tool allowing you to convert Word into a PDF with ease on your Android smartphone It can also turn PDF documents back into Word, so you can edit them with confidence Cons: Software requires Internet connection
Converted PDF files does not save some settings in the original Microsoft Word 5 documents. PDF for Word Converter is one of the fastest converter on the Google Play Store. It has impressive suggestions for turning Word documents into PDF files online. The app supports multiple PDF sources and has a built-in document scanner. Price: Free Pros: This
allows you to convert PowerPoint files into PDF files to Word Converter allow you to share PDF files using Google Drive and Dropbox It's very compatible with multiple Android Devices Cons: PDF for Word Converter app has too many ads Read PDF with PDFelement Android App For better pdf reading experience on Ph Androidont and tablets, We
recommend using the PDFelement Android App, free PDF reader and annotator It not only provides vertical and horizontal reading mode, but also provides a wide range of annotating tools such as marker, pencil, highlight, shape and text call and more. You can easily manage PDF files, rename, create, and move folders as you wish. Using any of the apps
mentioned above - Microsoft Word, easyPDF, Word to PDF Converter, PDF to Word Converter and WPS Office - you can easily translate your Word documents into PDF format. The software also offers many other features besides converting documents. Free download or buy PDFelement right now! Free download or buy Right now! Buy PDFelement right
now! Buy PDFelement right now! Nwo! Nwo! converter docx para pdf android
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